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Various equations of the form dy = 42g,(y) have been proposed as 
descriptions of the steady state for chemicals reacting and diffusing 
according to Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics [l, 5-10, 191. Here y > 0 
denotes the concentration of one of the reactants and K and the Thiele 
modulus 4’ are positive parameters. An important feature of these models 
is that as K + 0 + the continuous functions g,(y) increase monotonically 




u+ y'+y -+ y-', y >o. 
For the Dirichlet problem, the behavior of solutions of dy = #2g,(y), 
Yl - 1 as rc + 0 has been studied in R’ [2-31 and, for special choices of as2 - 
g,, in R” [S-9, 12, 193. Even in R’, the existence of multiple solutions 
[ 111 for a certain range of 4 complicates the analysis. Moreover, for large 
4 solutions of dy = b2yey, y/a, = 1 do not exist [4,9]. 
In applications, it is the Robin or third boundary value problem that is 
important [l]. Unfortunately, the problem is generally more difficult to
study than the Dirichlet problem, and comparatively little has been done 
with it for reaction-diffusion equations. Exceptions are [ 1, 12-13, 16, 18). 
The behavior as K + 0 of solutions of d y = 4’g,( y) with y satisfying Robin 
boundary conditions seems not to have been examined, even in the case of 
one variable. We shall therefore study the behavior, as K --) 0, of solutions 
of the symmetric problem y” = d’g,( y), - y’( - 1) + cly( - 1) = u, y’( 1) + 
cry( 1) = a relative to the solutions of y” = @go(y) with the same boundary 
conditions. We require that the following hypotheses hold: 
1-111 g,~C’(CO, +I), g,EC’((O, +I). 
H2: g,(y) > 0 for y E (0, a/a], and for some /I 2 1 independent of K, 
g,(y) N y” for y near 0. 
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H3: g,(y) t g,(y) uniformly on each [E, U/U], E > 0, as K + 0. 
H4: g,(O) = 0 and for some y > 0, g,(y) - y PY for y near 0. 
Here we write g(y) N f( y) to denote that g(y) = kf( y) + o(f( y)) for some 
positive constant k. 
The technique used here is based on that of [2-3, 111. Compared to the 
treatment of the Dirichlet problem in [2-31, the present arguments are 
complicated by the fact that a single convenient equation for the minimum 
value of a solution no longer exists; instead, we have a system of two non- 
linear equations ((lo), (11) below) connecting the minimum of the solution 
and its boundary value. 
A vital consideration in using for small K a model such as y” = 42g0(y) 
in place of a more exact model like y” = ti2gK( y) is that solutions of the 
former should approximate solutions of the latter uniformly. Here we show 
that this is so under the hypotheses Hl-H4. However, for 4 sufficiently 
large the Robin problem for y” = $2g,(y) has one more positive solution 
than does that for y” =#2g,(y); we show that this solution approaches a 
weak dead-core solution of y” = b’g,( y) if 0 < y < 1 but that this solution 
tends uniformly to zero as K + 0 + if y 2 1. This latter behavior is some- 
what different from that of solutions of the Dirichlet problem, where 
boundary layers arise. 
EXISTENCE AND MULTIPLICITY OF SOLUTIONS 
We consider positive solutions of the Robin problem 
Y” = d2g(Y) (1) 
-y’(-l)+Lxy(-l)=a, y’(l)+ay(l)=a (2) 
(LX > 0, a > 0), which models a steady-state reaction taking place in the slab 
- 1 < x < 1 immersed in a bath of reactant. Here g > 0 is continuously dif- 
ferentiable on (0, a/a]. Then y” > 0, so y’ < 0 on some [ - 1, x0] and y’ 2 0 
on [x,,, a]. For if y were monotone, say increasing, on [ - 1, 11, then from 
the boundary conditions we would get y( - 1) = (a + y’( - l))/a > u/a and 
y( 1) = (a - y’( 1 ))/a < u/cl, a contradiction. Therefore x0 E ( - 1, 1) exists, 
and y has a minimum at x0. The bounds 1 y’(x)] < a, y(x) <U/CC also follow. 
Since the solution of (l), (2) is not known to be unique, we cannot appeal 
to symmetry to conclude that x0 = 0. Set 8 = y(xO) = min _ r GXc I y(x). 
Multiplying (1) by y’ and integrating from x,, to x, we get that 
y’(x)2 = 2q52 j;(~“ g(u) du. (3) 
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Thus [y’(x)1 = &’ 4 dm; a second integration from x0 to x 
yields 
(4) 
Since y’( f 1)’ = (a - ccy( f 1 ))2, (3) yields 
(5) 
clearly, (5), (6) can be regarded as a pair of equations in the unknowns 8, 
y(-l),andy(l).Evaluating(4)atx=-1 andatx=l, weget 
(7) 
Addition of (7) and (8) to eliminate x0 yields 
Equations (5), (6), (9) constitute a system of three equations in the 
three unknowns y( - l), y(l), and 8; and if (1 ), (2) has a solution, then 
(5), (6), (9) has a positive solution with 0 < min(y( - l), y(1)) and 
max(y(-l), y(l))Q4a. 
Conversely, suppose that (5), (6) (9) possesses the positive solution 
( y( - 1 ), y( 1 ), 0) with y( - 1) d a/cc, y( 1) 6 U/M; 8 < y( - 1 ), 8 < y( 1) follows. 
Then we may define x0 E ( - 1, 1) by (7) and (9) guarantees that (8) also 
holds. Let z(x) be the solution of the initial value problem 
z” = d2g(z), 4%) = 0, z’(x,) = 0. 
Then the argument above shows that, as far as z is defined, 
from which it follows that z is uniquely defined on [ - 1, 11. From (7) and 
(8) it follows that z(l)=y(l), z(-l)=y(-1). Since 
z’(x)2 = 242 j;c-r) g(u) du, 
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we have from (5), (6) that crz(l)-a= -z’(l), az(-l)-a=~‘(-l), and z 
is a solution of (l), (2). Thus existence of a positioe solution of (l), (2) is 
equivalent to existence of a positive solution of (5), (6), (9) with y( 1) < a/a, 
y( - 1) 6 a/m. 
The function z is obviously symmetric about x0. It follows from the 
formulas above that both z and lz’l are increasing functions of Ix - x01. 
Suppose x0 # 0, say x0 < 0 for definiteness. Then 
= Jz’(l+2x,)l +crz(l+2x,)<2’(1)+CIZ(1)=a, 
a contradiction. Thus any solution of (l), (2) is symmetric about x = 0. 
Symmetry of positive solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations in R” has 
been studied by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [14, 151. 
Henceforth we shall set p = y( 1) = y( - 1) for convenience. The system 
(5), (6) (9) then reduces to the two equations 
(11) 
in the two unknowns (cl, t?), and (l), (2) has a positive solution if and only 
if (lo), (11) has a positive solution with p < a/x. The remainder of this 
section is devoted to examining the solutions of (lo), (11). 
Elimination of C$ from (lo), (11) leads to 
(12) 
Since the right hand side of (12) is an increasing function of p and the left 
hand side is decreasing, there is at most one solution for ZA for each 8. 
Moreover, the right hand side vanishes when p = 8 whereas the left hand 
side has value u - a0 2 0 at p = B and value zero at p = u/a. Thus (12) can, 
be solved uniquely for p as a function of 8 for 0 < 8 < u/a. From (11) we 
conclude that 4 is a well-defined function of 8 for 0 < 0 <a/a: 4 = 
(l/t/;;) I,(& p(e)). In addition, since 8 < p < u/a, as 8 t a/a we see from (11) 
that 4 --, 0. 
We now assume that g(u) is asymptotic to LPY for u near zero. If y > 1, 
the argument of [3] shows that I,(& z) -+ 0 as 8 -+ 0 + for any fixed z > 0, 
and therefore 4 = (l/fi) I,(& p(0)) < (l/G) I,(@, a/a) -+ 0 as 0 + 0 + . It 
follows that in this case there exists &, > 0 such that no positive solution of 
(1 ), (2) exists for 4 > &, arrd for 0 < 4 < do there exist at least two positive 
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solutions. In addition, it is shown in [3] that (weak) dead core solutions 
of the Dirichlet problem do not exist; thus there can be no nonnegative 
solutions of (1 ), (2) for q5 > &. 
EXAMPLE. The integrals involved are elementary in the case g(u) = U-*. 
For this particular g, (lo), (11) become 
(a - a/l)* = 242 5, 
J3~=J~j+e3J21n ( 
Jm+Jp . 
vf ) e ’ 
the resulting function d(e) is drawn in Fig. 1 for several values of a and CL 
For z fixed and g - U-Y (0 < y < 1) for u near 0, it is shown in [2] that 
Z,(O+, z) < co. From (12) we have that ,u(O)>O. Hence O<$(O) = 





FIG. 1. Graphs of a&a against a@ when g(u) = ue2 for a = 2, a = 1 (top), a = 1, a = 1 
(middle), and CI = 1, a = 2 (bottom). 
505/85/l-7 
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where we have used the formula 
awt PL) _ 1 g(e)- &T(z) 
ae 2 s 
@ 
o [jf g(u)du13’* 
(14) 
established in [3]. Using (14) to differentiate (1l), we get that 
s p g(e)- g(z) dz’ B [S’B g(u)du13’* * (15) 
As tI + 0 + the first erm on the right tends to + co, as does the last 
integral [a]; all other terms remain bounded. Hence for 0 < y < 1 we have 
that (dq5/d0)(0+ ) = + co. Application of the mean value theorem for 





dz ~ 1 
f3 Jm 
as 0 + U/LX - ; further applications of mean value theorems to (15) then 
show that (dq5/dQ(a/a - ) = - 00. It follows that there exist numbers 
q$,> d1 > q& such that (l), (2) h as no positive solution for 4 > &, at least 
two positive solutions for 4, c 4 <do, and one positive solution for 
0<4<42. 
The final case of interest o us is g(u) N ~8, j > 1, for u near 0. For some 
positive constant k, g(u) < ku on [0, a/~], whence 
I,(e,~(e))~I,,(e,~(e))= ~(Wp+JZWW. 
J 
If ~(0) 2 6 > 0 as 8 + 0, then the right hand side is unbounded as 8 + 0, 
yielding (b(0 + ) = + co, as desired. On the other hand, suppose there is a 
sequence 0, + 0 such that p(ej) -+ 0. Then (10) yields 
a - w(ej) 
Jz 4tej) = J$qjqj -+ + Co. 
Hence &O + ) = + co, and we conclude that in fact p(0) + 0 as 8 + 0. 
From this and the fact that g(u) z kua (/I 2 1) for u x 0, it follows that g 
is an increasing function on [0, p(e)] for 8 sufficiently small. Therefore the 
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coefficient of d#/dfl in (15) is positive for such 8, whereas each term on the 
right hand side is negative; thus d4/d6 -CO on (0, E) for some small E > 0. 
We have proven that for g(u) N up (/I> 1) for u x 0, (1 ), (2) has at least one 
positive solution for every 4 > 0 and there exists ~6 such that 4 > 6 implies 
that the solution of (l), (2) is unique. 
We next prove monotonicity of 4 with respect to g. 
LEMMA 1. Let g,(u) Q g2(u) on (0, a/a]. Let 0~ (0, a/a], and let 
P~(~)E(O, u/a] be defined by (12) with g replaced by g,, i= 1, 2. Let d,(e) 
be defined by (11) with p replaced by ,ui and g by gi. Then d2(6) 6 til(~). 
Proof: Let g(u, A) denote the homotopy 
g(u, 1) = k,(u) + Cl- 1) g,(u), 0,<;1<1; 
then ag(u, A)/31 3 0. Let ~j, be defined by (12) with g(u) replaced by g(u, A) 
and let d,(0) be defined by (11) with p replaced by pi, and g(u) by g( u, A); 
then it suffices to show that 8$,/81< 0. From (lo), (11) with ,u replaced by 
~j, and g(u) by g(u, A) we get that 
respectively. Elimination of a,u/aA leads to 
+ (4~ -WA) + 24:&L,, 2)) Ji:i g(u, 2) du 
X 
0;. 2 ag S J 6 8 z (u, A) du [J; g(u, A) d~]-~‘~ dz, 
and the lemma follows. 1 
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LEMMA 2. Let g, t g, > 0 uniformly on each [E, a/a] c (0, a/a]. Then 
&$A P!c(Q) 1 Z.&t PO(@)) as K/O uniformly for 0 in compact subsets of 
(0, 1). 
Proof: The arguments of [2, 31 show that, for any fixed constant c, 
I,,( 8, c) + I,,(@ c) uniformly in 8 E [E, 1 - E] for any E > 0. We shall 
use this first to show that Z,J6, p,(e)) + Z,,(0, ~~(0)) uniformly for 
8 E [E, 1 -E]. We have 
IZJ4 PO) - Z,,(R h)I G IZJR a/a) - Z,,(R ala)1 
+ I cz,,vt a/a) - zg,(e, h)l 
- CZ,,U4 ala) - z,,ce, kJl1 
= lz,,ut a/a) - Z,,VJ, a/all 
1 dz 
That Jr + 0 as u + 0, uniformly in 8, has already been noted. As for J2, we 
have 
J, = j”‘” S’B b’,(u) - g,(u)] du dz 
PO ,I% go(u) du J’B g,(u) du 
c!45GGG+J~l 
There is a constant k > 0 such that g,(u) > 4k2 for all K sufficiently small 
and UE [a, a/a]; let 6 >O be given and let K be so small that 
I g,(u) - g,(u)1 G 6 on CE, a/al. Then 
then J2 -P 0 as K -+ 0, uniformly in 8. 
It this suffices to show that Z,Je, pK) - Zg,(& p,,) -+ 0 uniformly as K --f 0. 
Because 
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and since p,,(6) > 6’ is continuous in 8 on [E, 1 -E] (cf. (13)) and hence 
bounded away from zero there, it is enough to prove that p,(0) -+ p,(e) 
uniformly as K --+ 0. From (12) we get that 
so that 
’ s 6” J& I $ [gtc(u) - go(u)1 du 
X 
i PO Ig,(u) - g,(u)1 du, H 
and the right hand side goes to zero as K + 0, uniformly in 19. Now the 
three terms on the left all have the same sign, whence each must tend 
uniformly to zero; in particular, pK + pLg uniformly in 8. 1 
Since zg,(4 ~~(0)) 1 Z,,,(R P~Q) and lime,,+ zgK(@, IL(@) = + ~0, we get 
the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let hypotheses H l&H4 hold. 
1. If O<y< 1, there exist O<d,<d, <do such that: 
i. For I$E (0, &) the equation 4 d= ZgK(O, ~~(0)) has a unique 
positive solution 8, for all sufficiently small tc, and this solution tends to the 
solution 8, of Ji q5 = Z,,(d, p,(O)) as K -+ 0. 
“. For r+4 E (c$,, d,,) the equation fi 4 = Z (0, u,JB)) has at least 
two posiiive solutions. If 6, is such a solution, and zdl,,(O,, p,-Jt?,))/dtI = 0,
d*Z,,(8,, p,,(8,,))/dB 3 0 do not both hold, the equation 4 4 = ZgK(O, ~~(0)) 
has, for all sufficiently small K, solutions 8, such that 8, + 8, as K + 0. 
iii. For 4 > c,& the equation $ rt3 = Z,,(8, ~~(0)) has no positive solu- 
tion. The equation fi 4 = Z,Jt3, p,(e)) has positive solutions for all K > 0. Zf 
8, denotes such a solution, then 8, + 0 as K + 0. 
2. Zf y 2 1, there exists #,, > 0 such that: 
‘. For d E (0, &,), the equation & 0 = Z (0, ~~(0)) has at least two 
positive’solutions. Zf tIO is such a solution, an?if dZg0(9,, p0(80))/d0=0, 
d’Z,,(&,, uO(&))/dO > 0 do not both hold, the equation fi 4 = Zg,(O, u,(0)) 
has, for all sufficiently small u, solutions 0, such that 8, -+ 8, as K -+ 0. 
ii. For 4 > do the equation fi 4 = Z,,(t3, ,uO(tI)) has no positive solu- 
tion. The equation ,/5 4 = Z,J0, p,Jf?)) has positive solutions for all tc > 0. Zf 
8, denotes such a solution, then 8, + 0 as K -+ 0. 
EXISTENCE OF DEAD CORE SOLUTIONS FOR 0 < y < 1 
We agree to accept y(x) as a nonnegative solution of (l), (2) with 
g=g, if there exists a 6~[0, 1) such that yeC’([-1, l])n 
C*([--1, -6)u(6, l]),y-Oon C-S, 61,ysatisfies (1)on C-1, -6)u(6, 11, 
and y satisfies (2). This is a generalized solution in the usual sense of dis- 
tributions [2]. Let y be such a solution, and set p = y( 1) for convenience. 
Then, as in the derivation of (lo), (12) we get that 
4=&$-jz~ (16) 
(1 -@(a-v)=J~’ go(u)du j: d&; (17) 
0 u u 
the integrals exist because 0 < y < 1. As before, for each fixed 6 E [0, l), (17) 
has a unique solution for /J; moreover, p is a decreasing function of 6. Since 
from (16) 4 is a decreasing function of p, it follows that 4 is an increasing 
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function of 6. Thus the least value @ for 4 occurs when 6 = 0. As 6 + 1, 
p+O and CJ~--+OO. Hence for 4~ [@, co), there is a ~E[O, 1) and 
p E (0, u/a] such that (16), (17) are satisfied. As in the previous section, we 
can define z on [S, l] as the solution of 
then lim, j 6 + z(x) = lim, _ b + z’(x) = 0, so z can easily be extended to give 
a generalized solution of (l), (2) with a dead core on [ -6, S]. 
LIMITING BEHAVIOR 
Let 13, be a positive root of 4 4 = Z,J(?, ~~(0)). Let {e,} be a sequence 
of roots of ZgK(fI, p (e)) = & 4 such that 8, + B0 as K + 0 + ; existence of 
such a sequence is shown in Theorem 1. Let y, with minimum e0 be the 
solution of (l), (2) with g= go and let y, with minimum 8, be the solution 
of (l), (2) with g = g,. Standard arguments then show that y, --f y, 
uniformly on [ - 1, 11. 
There remains to consider the case of a sequence {t?,} of roots of 
J5 4 = Zg,(O, p,(Q)) satisfying 8, + 0 as K + 0. As in the case of Dirichlet 
conditions [2, 31, the situation depends on whether go is integrable. 
THEOREM 2. Zf y > 1, then lim,,, y,(x) = 0 uniformZy on [ - 1, 11. 
Proof: We first show uniform convergence on compact subsets of 
(- 1, 1). Since y: > 0, it is enough to show that y,(x) -+ 0 for any fixed 
x E (0, 1). If not, there would exist an x E (0, 1 ), an E > 0, and a subsequence 






8, 8, 1 dz=$# Itl; 
subtracting this equation evaluated at x from the same equation evaluated 





& 1 dza,,&(l -x), (18) E 
provided K is small enough that 8, < E. From (3) we have easily that on 
cx, 11 
y:(tJ2 B 242 j-;k g,(u) du z a2 > 0 
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for some constant CY and all sufficiently small K; thus y,( 1) > E + a( 1 - x). 
So a contradiction to (18) arises from the easily proven fact that 
Ji, g,(u) du + co as IC -+ 0 [3]. 
From the boundary conditions we infer that Iy:l < a; from this it follows 
that y,(+l)+O as rc-+O. 1 
The corresponding result for the case 0 < y < 1 is more involved. We 
shall first establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 3. The y, form a nonincreasing sequence as ~10, and 
y&j 2 yo(x)for all XE [ - 1, 11. 
Proof We prove rather more. Let y(x) and Y(x) satisfy 
Y" = g(Y), y(O) = 0, Y'(O) = 0, y’(l)+ay(l)=a 
Y” = G( Y), Y(0) = 0 < 8, y’(0) = 0, Y’(l)+crY(l)=a, 
where G(y) > g(y) > 0 on [0, a/a]; we claim that y(x) 2 Y(x) on [0, 11. 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists some t E [0, l] such that 
Y(t) > y(t). Since y” < G(y) and y’ > 0, in the usual manner we have that 
y’(t)’ d 2 [Qy”’ G(u) du < 2 j “‘) G(u) du = Y’(t)“. 
8 
Therefore Y(s)> y(s), Y’(s)> y’(s) on [It, 11, and Y’(l)+aY(l)> 
y’( 1) + ay( l), a contradiction. Now let g = b2gK, and G = #‘g,, with rc2 < K I 
to conclude that y,, > yKZ, i.e., {yK) is nonincreasing as K JO. Let G = q52g,, 
0 = 0, g = 4’g, to conclude that y,(x) > yO(x). 1 
THEOREM 3. Let O<y < 1, and let #> @ so that (l), (2) with g= g, has 
a dead core solution y,. Let 8, JO. Then y,(x) 1 yO(x) uniformZy on [ - 1, l] 
as ic+O. 
Proof: Now yK(x) satisfies (4) with 8 = f3,, g= g,, and x0 = 0; pK 




o &-&& =A@-@. 
(19) 
Let pco = yO( 1); then p0 satisfies (19) with x = 1. Subtracting, we get that 
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and thus that 
It is easy to see that, for any z, fi, g,(u) du + J; g,(u) du. The first integral 
in (20) is bounded by 
which converges to zero by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. 
Both p0 and pK satisfy appropriate versions of (lo), from which we get, 
using Lemma 3, that 
X [ !‘” g,(u) du - j+’ go(u) du + lpK g,(u) du]. 
OK 0 PO 
Since ji,O g,(u) du + fp g,(u) du and SF; g,(u) du > 0, we must have 
PK -+ PO* Thus the second integral of (20) also approaches zero as K -+ 0. 
Therefore ye(x) + y,(x) as K + 0 for each XE (0, 11. Since (yK} is non- 
increasing and y, is continuous, the convergence is uniform [ 171. 1 
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